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WACKY WORD GAMES was created by Intentional Educations, Inc., 341 Mt.

Auburn Street, Watertown, MA 02172.

Written by Ira Wood with Sharon Grollman, James Arnow, Norma Arnow, and
Dennie Wolf.
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Get in the Game!

WACKY WORD GAMES is a collec-

tion of word-processing files that

have been stored permanently on a

digital data pack. Any time you want

to play a game, you must take it out

of storage first. To do so, follow these

steps:

1. Press the ESCAPE/WP Key,
located in the upper left-hand corner

of your keyboard.
2. Press the STORE/GET Command

Key.
3. Select the appropriate drive by
pressing the corresponding Smart

Key.
4. Wait for the File Directory to

appear.

5. Use the arrow keysto position the

cursor in front of the game title you
want.

6. Press Smart Key VI (GET FILE).

When the game appears on your

screen, use the Down Arrow Key to

scroll through the directions line by
line, or refer to the printed instruc-

tions beginning on page 11 of this

guide. Either way, you'll find all the

information you'll need to complete
the selected game.

Check It Out!

Correct answers are provided for all

the games on this digital data pack.
You'll find most of them listed by
game title on the Backup File Direc-

tory. Those games that do not re-

quire correct answers or that provide
answers within the game text are not

listed on the directory. To take a set

of answers out of storage, follow

these steps:

1. Press the Down Arrow Key until
the cursor is below the last line of

the game text.

2. Press the STORE/GET Command

Key
3. When the new Smart-Key Labels

appear, press Smart Key VI (GET).

4. Select the appropriate drive by

pressing the corresponding Smart

Key.
5. When the file Directory appears,

press Smart Key V (BACKUP FILE

DIR.).

6. Use the arrow keys to position
your cursor in front of the name of

the set of answers you want to select.









Jumbles

All the numbered sentences in this

game are JUMBLES, jokes with

words that are all jumbled up and

have no spaces between them. At the

top of each set of JUMBLES (five in

each set), you will see the answers to

these jokes.
Use INSERT to place spaces between

the words in every JUMBLE, then,

using your MOVE command, put the

words in the right order, so they
make sense.

Once you have unjumbled the jokes
in each set, use MOVE to place the

right answer to the joke on the line

directly beneath each joke.

Jigsaws
You know what jigsaw puzzles are—

pictures whose pieces are jumbled
up. The sentences in these wacky
stories are jumbled like the pieces of

a jigsaw puzzle. They are very weird

and will only make sense when you

use your MOVE command to put
each sentence in its proper place.

Time yourself as you unscramble

each story. Then have friends or

family members try it. Compare

your time with theirs!
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Good News

Use your MOVE command to match

the Good News (written in upper-
case letters) with the Bad News (writ-
ten in lower-case letters) that goes
with it.

This game has two parts that are

both played in the same way.

Plot Shots

The movie critic of the Sunday paper

needs your help.

He was just about to print out a list

of his all-time favorite movies and

their plots when a crazy director

(who once got a bad review from the

critic) came running into the

newsroom and tore up his copy.

Now it’s a total mess and he needs

you and the word processing func-

tions of ADAMto help him make the

deadline.

In this game, there is a list of popular
movies and a list of plots that sum-

marize the action of each movie.

The plots are all messed up. In each

plot there are phrases WRITTEN IN

UPPER CASE LETTERS that

describe parts of another movie!
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Dear Diary

In this game, the vowels are missing
from the names of states, animals,

famous people, games, fads, and

many other words. To find out what

other kids wish for, figure out what

vowels are needed and INSERT them

where they belong.

Newspreads

Everytime the news spreads, one

word changes. In this game, you will

be given the original sentence and

the final one. You must figure out

and INSERT the missing middle

statements, changing one word at a

time until you change the first state-

ment into the last one.

For example, let’s say the first state-

ment was:

Sally caught two brown dogs;

and the last statement was:

Sally ate twenty squirmy worms.

You might make changes like these:

Sally caught two brown dogs.

Sally caught two brown worms.

Sally caught two squirmy worms.

Sally caught twenty squirmy
worms.

Sally ate twenty squirmy worms.
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Jumpstart 1

This file contains some great stories

for you to imagine your way into.

They are already started and ended

for you. After the first paragraph you

will see a prompt that says, ‘‘IN-

SERT.” That’s where you should

start writing your part of the story.
Just press the INSERT key and

write. When youare finished, press
DONE. Then you can print out your

story, pass it around, read it out

loud, or place it in a folder with all

the rest of your stories. Illustrate

them, and you'll have your own

book!

You can have even more fun with

these stories if you have your friends

and family write them, too. Then

compare your stories with theirs,

and see how you can come up with

tales that are completely different

even though they have the same

beginnings and endings.









Slip-Ins
Tired of the ordinary things you read

and write? Here is a quick recipe for

some of the wackiest paragraphs
you'll ever meet.

The stories in this file are incom-

plete. They need to have words fill-

ed in. Sometimes the words are parts
of speech, sometimes the words are

places, or even things that people
say.

The words or groups of words that

you need to “‘slip-in’”are written in

upper-case letters and underlined.

To “slip-in” your own words, simply
strike over the upper case under-

lined words. Erase any extra upper-
case letters with BACKSPACE or

SPACEBAR. Add extra letters of your
own with INSERT.

SLIP-INS is a game for one or more

players. To play by yourself just “slip-
in” your words without reading the

story. If you play with a friend, one

of you calls out the words that need

to be slipped in, then the other sup-

plies the words.

When you are all done, PRINT the

stories, read them aloud, and

chuckle!

Starmaker

Use only the letters provided, plus
the letter ‘‘O”’ as many times as you

need, to fill in the first or last name

of the celebrities.
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Onthe left-hand side of the screen,

you will see a line of dashes. Replace
each dash with one letter of the

celebrity’s name. Every time you

replace one of the dashes with a let-

ter, use your SPACEBAR to strike

that letter from the letter grid until

there are no letters left.

Doubles

Answer the clues on the left-hand

side of your screen by combining the

pairs of letters, “doubles,” that you

see at the bottom of the puzzle.

Type the pairs of letters where you

see dashes and use your BACK-

SPACE or SPACEBAR to erase each

double until there are none left.

When you are finished, the first let-

ters of the words will form a word

that tells the subject of that puzzle.

Mix-Ups

Unscramble the names of these

famous movies, television shows,

rock stars, and sports figures.

Use the line under each scrambled

name as workspace. Then copy the

scrambled name and use BACK-

SPACE or SPACEBAR to erase let-

ters, and INSERT to add them.

For example: TE is ET.





A Two-Shift Code works the same

way as a One-Shift Code except, of

course, when the cursor is under the

first letter of the Cipher, you would

hit the SPACEBAR two times, then

BACKSPACE two times. (But don’t

forget to replace the deleted letters

at the end of the Cipher line.)

You can make a Three-Shift, Four-

Shift, Five-Shift, all the way up to the

Twenty-Five-Shift Code! Then you
can send secret messages that peo-

ple can’t read unless they know

what number Shift Code you are

using.

How to Decode Secret Messages

First, you must know what number

Shift Code the message is written in.

Next, type out the Plaintext alpha-
bet, then the Cipher alphabet under

it. When you're finished, shift the

Cipher letters as many spaces to the

left as you need to.

Remember that every message is

written in Plaintext letters and every
code is written in Cipher letters.

Simply look at each letter of the cod-

ed message, then find that letter in

the Cipher line. Next, check which

letter in the Plaintext is directly
above the letter in the Cipher. Over-

strike (type over) that Plaintext let-

ter with the Cipher letter (do this for

every letter), and your message is

decoded!

Now you have all the information

you need to break every code in
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Wacky Word Games and to make up
secret codes with your most trusted

friends.

Do not let this file fall into enemy
hands!

Code Wars

Help! The decoding computer at the

National Security Center has broken

down and they are swamped with

partially decoded messages that

sound dangerous.

Only you, with the decoding
capabilities of your ADAM and the

information in your TOP SECRET

file, can discover the secrets of the

coded words.

Decode the lower-case letters in

these messages to see if national

security is at stake. All upper-case
letters have been decoded already.
(Remember: In order to complete
this highly sensitive operation, you
must be familiar with the informa-

tion in your TOP SECRET file.)

Then, type the proper Shift Code in

the space given you above each

secret message. As you will see in

Message #1, there are spaces left for

the PLNTXT (Plaintext) and the

CIPHER.

Each lower-case letter is in the

Cipher alphabet. Simply type over it

with the proper letter of the

Plaintext.
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Windowgags
Doyou ever feel that you really can’t

say everything you'dlike to because

you know you should be polite?

Did you ever talk to somebody who

said one thing but you know that he

or she meant the opposite?

Then WINDOWGAGS is for you.

This is a great game that you can

play on ADAM because ADAM has

the MOVING WINDOW Format.

The object of WINDOWGAGS is to

change a story using the MOVING

WINDOW Format.

Look at the story called ‘‘Cousin

Georgie.”’ It is a perfectly sweet

story; but, if you move your cursor

to the far right, you see that the per-
son telling the story has a lot more

tosay....

Here are some funny stories with

missing parts in the MOVING WIN-

DOW screen. Use INSERT where

you see the prompt (.. . .) to change
the story.
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Since these stories are just for fun,

you don’t have to worry about cor-

rect punctuation.

But remember this: You are limited

to 36 characters (spaces count as

characters) on each line of the MOV-

ING WINDOW screen.

In Story #1, a babysitter tells a child

what the evening is goingto be like

while the parents are away. The first

screen is what the parents hear the

babysitter say as they listen from

the top of the stairs. The MOVING

WINDOW screen that your are to

complete is what the babysitter says
that the parents don’t hear.
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Fortunes

NostrADAMus, the famous fortune

teller, can PRINT fortunes with the

numbers that make up any birth

date.

1. Figure out the date of birth by
using numbers only for the month,

day and year. For example:
November 29, 1973 = 11-29-73

2. Always use

a

zero if the month or

day has only one digit. For example:

April 9, 1971 = 04-09-71

3. You will be asked to place each

digit of the birthdate next to a cor-

responding letter, like this:

November 29, 1973 = 11-29-73

M - 1 (first digit next to “M”)
O - 1 (second digit next to “‘O”’)

D - 2 (third digit next to “D’)
A - 9 (fourth digit next to “A’)

Y - 7 (fifth digit next to “Y”’)

R - 3 (sixth digit next to “R’’)

4. Here is another example:

April 9, 1971 = 04-09-71

Ax
PuoskPNODHO
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Each letter and number is called a

letter/number combination. To find

the fortune for your birthday you
will SEARCH for these letter/

number combinations.

5. If you are looking for the fortune

for the birth date April 9, 1971, you

would first use your SEARCH com-

mand to find all the letter/number

combinations for that birth date.

(First the “M” and the number after

it, etc.) In the example above, you

will search for MO, then 04, then DO,

then AQ, then Y7, and finally, R1.

6. After ADAM searches for and

finds each letter/‘mumber combina-

tion, you should HI-LITE the

sentence after the letter/number

combination.

7. PRINT/HI-LITE each sentence.

8. Then SEARCH for the next letter/

number combination until you've
printed out every one.





ADAM Poems

Letters can do more than make

words, In fact, you can use your

keyboard to make what ADAMcalls

Picture-Poems. Just have a look:

STRIPES/STRIPES/STRIPES/

STRIPES/STRIPES/STRIPES/

Or:

Te let ET

aaaaaaaa

ii isi

nnnoanann
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Your keyboard has more than letters

on it. You can invent even fancier pic-
ture poems if you experiment with

all the different keys. Here’s an

example:

(((((slosh)))))
((((splash))))(((gosh)))
((is DEEP)

Use the spaces provided in this file

to create your own Picture-Poems.

((this puddle))
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Character Keys
Use these keys to enter game text

just as you would use standard

typewriter keys.

Smart Keys
The six Smart Keys on the top of

your keyboard correspond to the

labels that appear at the bottom of

your screen. In some cases, the

labels tell you what function ADAM

will perform right after you press the

corresponding key.

In other cases, pressing a Smart Key
sets up a particular condition. For

example, when you press Smart Key
IV (HI-LITE), your cursor turns red,

allowing you to highlight text. The

label then changes to read, HI-LITE

OFF. Press the Smart Key once

more, and the cursor turns white

again. Smart-Key Labels that

change back and forth this way are

known as toggles. They help you
move back and forth between

selected conditions.

Finally, pressing one Smart Key can

make a new array of Smart-Key
Labels appear on your screen. The

new labels allow you to set addition-

al conditions or guide you through
the activity you want to perform.
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Command Keys
Six Command Keysare located in

the upper right-hand corner of the

keyboard.

STORE/GET: Allows you to take a

game out of storage from the

WACKY WORD GAMES digital data

pack.

CLEAR: Allows you to clear all or

part of a game from your screen. To

clear an entire game, press Smart

Key VI (CLEAR WORKSPACE) after

pressing the CLEAR Command Key.
To clear only the portion that’s

showing on your screen, press

Smart Key V (CLEAR SCREEN).

PRINT: Allows you to print all or

selected portions of a game and the

correct answers.

MOVE/COPY: Allows you to move

text from one part of a game to

another. COPY is not used in

WACKY WORD GAMES.

DELETE: Allows you to delete text

from a game.

Four additional Command Keysare

located above the character keys.









90-DAY LIMITED WARRANTY

Coleco warrants to the original consumer purchaser in the United States of America that the

physical components of this digital data pack (the “‘DigitalData Pack"’) will be free of defects

in the material and workmanship for 90 daysfrom the date of purchase under normal in-house

use.

Coleco's sole and exclusive liability for defects in material and workmanship of the Digital Data

Pack shall be limited to repair or replacement at an authorized Coleco Service Center. This

warranty does not obligate Coleco to bear the cost of transportation charges in connection with

the repair or replacement of defective parts.
This warranty is invalid if the damage or defect is caused by accident, act of God, consumer

abuse, unauthorized alteration or repair, vandalism or misuse.

Any implied warranties arising out of the sale of the Digital Data Pack including the im-

plied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are limited to the

above 90 day period. In no event shall Coleco be liable to anyone for incidental, conse-

quential, contingent or any other damages in connection with or arising out of the purchase
or use of the Digital Data Pack. Moreover, Coleco shall not be liable for any claim of any
kind whatsoever by any other party against the user of the Digital Data Pack.

This limited warranty does not extend to the programs contained in the Digital Data Pack and

the accompanying documentation (the ‘“‘Programs”’).Coleco does not warrant the Programs
will be free from error or will meet the specific requirements or expectations of the consumer.

The consumer assumes complete responsibility for any decisions made or actions taken based

upon information obtained using the Programs. Any statements made concerning the utility
of the Programs are not to be construed as express or implied warranties.

Coleco makes no warranty, either express or implied, including any implied warranties

of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, in connection with the Programs,
and all Programs are made available solely on an ‘‘as is’ basis.

In no event shall Coleco be liable to anyone for incidental, consequential, contingent or

any other damages in connection with or arising out of the purchase or use of the Programs
and the sole and exclusive liability, if any, of Coleco, regardless of the form of action, shall

not exceed the purchase price of the Digital Data Pack. Moreover, Coleco shall not be liable

for any claim of any kind whatsoever by any other party against the user of the Programs.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary from

State to State. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequen-
tial damages or limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations

or exclusions may not apply to you.

SERVICE POLICY

Please read your Owner's Manual carefully before using your Digital Data Pack. If your Digital
Data Pack fails to operate properly, please refer to the trouble-shooting checklist in the Operating
Tips Manual. If you cannot correct the malfunction after consulting this manual, please call

Customer Service on Coleco's toll-free service hotline: 1-800-842-1225 nationwide. This

service is in operation from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday.
If Customer Service advises you to return your Digital Data Pack, please return it postage prepaid
and insured, with your name, address, proof of the date of purchase and a brief description
of the problem to the Service Center you have been directed to return it to. If your Digital Data

Pack is found to be factory defective during the first 90 days, it will be repaired or replaced
at no cost to you. If the Digital Data Pack is found to have been consumer damaged or abused

and therefore not covered by the warranty, then youwill be advised, in advance, of repair costs.

If your Digital Data Pack requires service after expiration of the 90 day Limited Warranty period,
please call Coleco’s toll-free service hotline for instructions on how to proceed: 1-800-842-1225

nationwide.

IMPORTANT: SAVE YOUR RECEIPTS SHOWING DATE OF PURCHASE.
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